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www.thesteampicks.com 

 
Churchill Downs: 2018 Spring Meeting 
Eleventh Day: Thursday, May 17, 2018 
Post Time: 5:00 P.M. (Eastern) 
Churchill Spring 2018 Record: 105-28-19-14—27%W, 58%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: (#1) Prados Way (4th race)—2-1 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: (#6) Absolute Love (5th race)—6-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#1)MISLEADING LADY: Like the cutback to 7-panels; much tighter this evening  
(#3)DIAMONDS FOR LEAH: She has won 50% of her starts at CD; sets the pace? 
(#5)PROUD DIXIE: Gritty win in Lexington for $25K; placed in six of last 11 starts 
(#2)BIG RED SEVEN: In fine fettle in 2018 but is a tick cheap; moves up if it rains 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-5-2 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#4)SON OF A SAINT: Last better than it first looks on paper; fires fresh for Cox  
(#2)MR DARCY: Graduated off shelf, dirt-to-turf suits; handles mud if off grass 
(#3)TERRIBLE DAY(ARG): Time off served him well; yet to run poorly on this level 
(#5)ROWDY THE WARRIOR: Dyed-in-the-wool closer needs some help up front 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-3-5 



RACE THREE 
(#1)SIR TRUEBADOUR: Full to multiple stakes winner Regally Ready; cost $300K  
(#3)ALWAYSMINING: Got bet on debut while 3rd of 12; 2 “bullets” since, upside 
(#6)READY AND RICH: Last 2 works at KEE are smoking; barn capable with 2YOs 
(#4)GRIT AND GLORY: Sharp 4F breeze at CD on 5-5-18; attracts Hernandez, Jr. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-6-4 
 
RACE FOUR 
(#1)PRADOS WAY: Heading the right way off year+ layoff; in snug for a $8K tag  
(#4)SUPREME VENTURE: Has :23 flat early lick; woke up vs. $8K “2 lifetime” foes 
(#6)HUGH B.: 0-for-4 in 2018 but plummets in class—4F in sharp :46 flat on 5-11 
(#2)GRANIAN: Huge class drop for Morse; 3rd start off the shelf—avoid if it rains 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-4-6-2 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#6)ABSOLUTE LOVE: Big time class drop—moves way up on an “off” racetrack  
(#1)TOFINO: Makes her first start for a tag, 2nd of shelf; factors if this stays on turf 
(#5)ESTRELA CADENTE: Fits on this level—may need one off a 14+ month layoff 
(#8)ONZAWAY: Drops like a bad habit—bred to handle the mud if off the grass 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-1-5-8 
 
RACE SIX 
(#3)WYATT’S TOWN: Slides in for a tag + hooks light crew = graduation day  
(#1)FRENCH DANCER: Speed of the speed on the fence—Diodoro off claim 
(#7)MYLUCKYCHARM: Barn off to hot start at the tilt; seems well-meant for $50K 
(#4)JACKTASTIC: Drops in for $50K, route-to-sprint play—start away from best? 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-7-4 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#10)GOLDEN DAYS: Game in $100K stake in NYC—aired in 2 allowance starts  
(#5)GAGAOVERYOU: 7YO mare is sharp as a tack; 10-time winner very tractable 
(#11)BOWIE: $750K filly gets away from SA downhill turf setup; capable off shelf 
(#12 MTO)GOLDEN DOMER: Major player if this comes off turf—blinks go “on” 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-5-11-12 (Main Track Only) 
 



RACE EIGHT 
(#1 POE)CIRCLE UNBROKEN: Aired when last in for $5K; won 40% of CD starts  
(#6)TOO DIM: Distant second of six trying open rivals in Indiana; very consistent 
(#10)AITUTAKI: 3-ponged class drop on point, capable fresh—cuts back to 6.5F 
(#4)FOR GOODNESS SAKE: Down to the cellar off near 15-month layoff; sketchy 
 
SELECTIONS: 1 (Part Of Entry)-6-10-4 
 
 
PICK 6 TICKET  
Races 3-8—Churchill Downs 
May 17, 2018 
20-cent play=$76.80 
Post time: 5:58 P.M. (Eastern) 
Single 6 Jackpot Carryover: $419,279  
 
Race 3: (#1) Sir Truebadour (#3) Alwaysmining (#6) Ready and Rich—3 
 
Race 4: (#1) Prados Way (#4) Supreme Venture—2 
 
Race 5: (#1)Tofino (#5) Estrela Cadente (#6) Absolute Love (#7) Iris Dancer—4 
 
Race 6: (#1) French Dancer (#3) Wyatt’s Town —2 
 
Race 7: (#5) Gagaoveryou (#10) Golden Days (#11) Bowie (#12 MTO) Golden Domer—4 
 
Race 8: (#1 POE) Circle Unbroken (#10) Aitutaki —2 
 


